Simple Comparative Analysis between Oneism and The Law of One
Marc C. DiGiuseppe

To begin with, there are some really major misconceptions in this doctrine (Oneism) that show it is more a hodge-podge of bad science mixed together with religion and occult knowledge indicating that it is the invention of an immature mind “exploring the wisdom of separation.” Some of the major points I’d like to make are detailed below.

Oneism, as a metaphysical argument for a specific cosmology, is an argument of the order of a “fallacy.”

**Note:** A fallacy is an argument that uses poor reasoning. An argument can be fallacious whether or not its conclusion is true. A fallacy can be either formal or informal. An error that stems from a poor logical form is sometimes called a formal fallacy or simply an invalid argument. An informal fallacy is an error in reasoning that does not originate in improper logical form. Arguments committing informal fallacies may be formally valid, but still fallacious.

- **Fallacies of presumption** fail to prove the conclusion by assuming the conclusion in the proof.
- **Fallacies of weak inference** fail to prove the conclusion with insufficient evidence.
- **Fallacies of distraction** fail to prove the conclusion with irrelevant evidence, like emotion.
- **Fallacies of ambiguity** fail to prove the conclusion due to vagueness in words, phrases, or grammar (e.g., “perhaps,” “most likely,” etc.) [Wikipedia [clarification mine]]

Mr. Herschel’s suppositions fail these ontological comparisons on all counts: presumption, weak inference, distraction, and ambiguity.

**Examples**

**Point 1**

**Oneism states:** “The Big Bang Theory is the scientific hypothesis of the creation of the universe in an almighty explosion. This event could not realistically happen purely by chance and would be more plausible if there was an indestructible force, a ‘creator’ present. ‘Something’ that is this unique and complex cannot simply occur by chance from ‘nothing’. In an analogy closer to our own frame of reference, it would almost be as illogical as to believe that something as complex as a fully functional computer microchip can form on its own out of sand... by chance.

The Creation fits here as an indestructible form of pure energy. It would therefore be a spiritual collective ‘energy’ at one special moment...as ‘The One’... with all souls merged into it as one, creating everything with mere spiritual thought. Here Herschel attempts to state as fact, a hypothesis based on another hypothesis and forward an assertion based on an assumption (albeit a reasonable one).

**Ra* states in The Law of One:** “That which is infinite cannot be many, for many-ness is a finite concept. In an infinite Creator there is only unity, (B1, 66-67)

Intelligent infinity discerned a concept, namely, freedom of will of awareness. This concept was finiteness. This is the first and primal paradox or distortion of the Law of One. Thus the one intelligent infinity invested itself in an exploration of many-ness. Due to the infinite possibilities of intelligent infinity (or the Oneness), there is no ending to many-ness. The exploration thus is free to continue infinitely into an eternal present.” (B1, 130-131)

Here, Ra explains that The One Infinite Creator is infinite. **Souls are not “merged into it.”** It is a “discerned” concept described as freedom of will of awareness investing itself in an “exploration of many-ness.” At that moment, we were “created.”

The difference between Herschel’s argument and Ra’s statement is that, again, Herschel attempts resolution through hypothesis and assumption (read: speculation) while Ra’s statement explains the same issue but uses logical structures and real-world references to convey, process, and assign meaning, and resolve ambiguity. He uses the English language with great precision employing both semantics (how meaning is inferred from words and concepts) and pragmatics (how meaning is inferred from context).

Ra’s statements are “matter of fact;” “That which is infinite cannot be many, for many-ness is a finite concept. In an infinite Creator there is only unity ... [read: Well, I guess so!]

**Oneism states:** “The Creation with its protective biosphere would also be a place of learning for life in the universe. All the souls of both matter and antimatter of the entire universe can be taken there in spirit form. However only physical life made of matter can be taken into the biosphere (made of matter) in physical form.
First of all, “Creation” is the Universe. This is not “True” if, as in this argument, you are attempting to propose a metaphysical description of reality. Spirit can occupy any space and occupies all space because it is “one” with The Infinite Creator. (Universal Originator. George Elliott [1]) Our consciousness is not composed of a material component [read: matter and antimatter]. Our consciousness is our “spirit” and that manifestation is pure energy. As you are aware, energy can neither be “created” nor “destroyed.” Hence, the implication that we are “one” with The One Infinite Creator and, because of this, if follows that we are also immortal.

Ra explains in The Law of One that, “The next step is an infinite reaction to the creative principle (intelligent energy) following the Law of One in one of its basic distortions, namely, freedom of will. Thus many, many dimensions, infinite in number, are possible. The energy moves from the intelligent infinity due first to the outpouring of randomized creative force which then creates patterns. These patterns of energy begin to regularize their own rhythms and fields of energy, thus creating dimensions and universes. At this point the physical universes were not yet born. [Emphasis mine] The steps are simultaneous and infinite. (B1, 129-130) The universe is infinite. This has yet to be proven or disproven, but we can assure you that there is no end to your selves, of your journey of seeking or your perceptions of the creations.” [Emphasis mine MdG] (B1, 66)

We are made up of three distinct aspects that form the aggregate of our being: We are a spirit (a conscious energy or the energy “essence” of our being) in possession of a Mind (the “information” processor part of us—a subordinate feature of our consciousness—where the thinking is done; the exchange of awareness conducted with The One Infinite Creator) connected to “The Source,” the All-Mind, The One Infinite Creator. We have a Body (physical “vehicle” used to navigate the material Universe). Our “soul” is a “sheath” into which our mind is placed whenever we choose to explore the “wisdom” (knowledge of it + experience of it) of separation (It is “The Veil” but many use it synonymously with the word “spirit”). It behaves as an “influence.” We are never truly “separate” from the Prime Creator. The concept of “separation” is an intellectual abstraction—an illusion that we maintain with our “mind.”

**Point 2**

Oneism states: "All souls will become a part of The Tree of Life once again before the rapid process occurs when the last few galaxies are locked in collisions hurtling towards The Tree of Life with all life forming as one... within The Creation. The biosphere around the Cosmic Tree would be destroyed in the process and another cycle of Creation begins in a new Big Bang".

We are not “blasted” out away from “The Source” like the “particulate” of conjecture (abandoned) to be gathered up again as the seeds of “recreation” (homogenized) at the end of time. We are immortal and have always existed with The One Infinite Creator in unity. Unity Consciousness is not a “re-amalgamation” of our being with the Prime Creator. As spirits, we are always at “one” with the Prime Creator; we cannot be separated because we are a part of It. We advance through stages of “wisdom” (gain knowledge of it plus the experience of it) governed by the features and characteristics of each context of “Cosmic Density.”

As we approach the Seventh Density, we realize (become aware) that there can be no separation; we are always with the Prime Creator. At this stage, we are ready to be “trained” as “co-creators” but we don’t become “homogenized.” We are not “Borg.”

We maintain our individuality as this is the intent of the Prime Creator. It’s just that at higher frequencies [read: Densities], we, eventually, become aware of “the other’s” thoughts—communicate over vast distances with each other and we are always aware of the guiding thoughts of the Prime Creator. It experiences nuance through this sharing—not just our experience but also how we use our mind to process the awareness of each experience. This experience is not governed by Cosmology. Cosmology offers the mechanism to transform physical presence—matter—but the advance of the mind/body/spirit complex is orchestrated through the action of the Prime Creator [read: Divine Intent; Divine Will].

Ra states in The Law of One that: “The galaxy and all other material things are products of individualized portions of intelligent infinity [read: The One Infinite Creator]. As each exploration began, an individualized portion of the One would, in its turn, find its focus and become co-creator (a Logos). Using intelligent infinity each portion created a universe. Allowing the rhythm of free choice to flow and playing with the infinite spectrum of possibilities, each individualized portion channelled love/light into intelligent energy, thus creating the so-called Natural Laws of any particular universe. Each has its own local version of illusory Natural Laws.
It shall be understood that any portion, no matter how small, of any density or of any illusory pattern, contains, as in a holographic picture, the One Creator which is Infinity. Thus all begins and ends in mystery. (B1, 131) [i.e., we as “Logoi” contain all of the information present in the Whole]

Ra clarifies this concept of individuality by stating: “The unity of the Creator exists, not only in a self-aware being, but within the smallest portion of any material created by Love. (B2, 111)

Each mind/body/spirit complex is a unique portion of the One Creator. [i.e., we are individuals but also integrated members of The One Infinite Creator {the Whole}] (B2, 22) [Emphasis mine MgD]

Within this explanation is a revelation that Wayne Herschel believes that we are separate from that which created us. He defines us as conscious matter whereas The Law of One and some references found in sacred scripture define us as pure conscious energy which can neither be created nor destroyed; elements of The One Infinite Creator — hence our immortality. He exposes his own heresy by demonstrating an absence of the rational. Matter can be destroyed as it can be converted into any one of a number of forms of energy. His suppositions are, again rooted in an incomplete knowledge of the cosmos based on bad science—the ruminations of arrogant intellectuals who claim that we are something other than what our common sense can reveal to us.

Point 3

Oneism states: "Traditional accounts of The Tree of Life are covered in the Biblical story of Adam and Eve in the books of Genesis and Revelation. One of the biggest mistakes found in Genesis text is the mention of the cosmic serpent. Unlike what most interpretations have led us to believe, Oneism wants to dispel that there is anything destructive about the reference to any serpent imagery in anything relating to the universe or The Creation. It was in all likelihood part of the detail of The Tree of Life itself, erroneously interpreted as an evil serpent".

This is "heresy." The “Tree of Life” has always represented the manifestation of the material Universe as represented by the “Logi” ("...all other material things are products of individualized portions of intelligent infinity.) The key words here are “...in all likelihood.” The Author doesn’t understand. The serpent has always been a symbol of “separation.” In our mythos, the serpent is of Anu, [read: Lucifer, the Devil, anyone who thinks he can be like unto the Most High (The Prime Creator) thereby declaring him or her “self” objectified and in separation from Intelligent Infinity (key words here are “like or as”)] who devised a clever scheme to enslave the mind/body/spirit complex to his will through the illusion of separation [WingMaker Philosophy]

Ra states in The Law of One, "In this context you may see the one you call Lucifer as the true light-bringer in that the knowledge of good and evil both precipitated the entitites of this logos (galactic creator) from the Edenic conditions of constant contentment and also provided the impetus to move, to work, and to learn. (B4, 21)

Note from The Law of One: In other words, the presence of the negative forces provided the catalyst for growth, giving the knowledge of polarity and evil. By creating such intense struggle and hardship, the Luciferian force stimulates desire for change and growth in otherwise harmonious but slow-advancing cultures. That’s how things work in a “dualistic” Third Density, three-dimensional, prescriptive reality. [Yin/Yang, good/bad, light/dark, etc. so-on-and-so-forth]

We always have access to “The Source,” the All-Mind, The One Infinite Creator.
[the] Anu’s manipulation of our Third Density condition produces the intellectual abstraction of not knowing [read: veiled]; being separate and apart from Creation—objectifying everything external to the subjective orientation of our minds caught up in the illusion of separation.

If we follow the “Way of Yahweh”—the way of a god of Retribution and punishment, we are controlled by this paradigm through our own volition. If, instead, we “seek” the “Truth,” that is, reach out to the Prime Creator with our heart (emotively) and mind (intellectually) then we will be given the “Truth” by The One Infinite Creator and will know that we are not alone.

Ra states in The Law of One, “The seeker seeks the One. The one is to be sought by the balanced and self-accepting self who is aware both of its apparent distortions and its total perfection. Resting in this balanced awareness, the entity then opens the self to the Universe which it is. The light energy of all things may then be attracted by this intense seeking, and wherever the inner seeking meets the attracted cosmic prana, the realization of the One takes place. The contact with intelligent infinity is most likely to produce an unspeakable joy in the entity experiencing such contact.” (B4, 53) [Emphasis mine MdG]

We are given the “Truth” if we “seek” it. Once we understand this as being a capacity of our own intellect, the portal to that communications corridor opens wide establishing communion between our individual self and The One Infinite Creator once again. In other words, The One Infinite Creator allows us our illusion (Free Will) but, upon awakening from that illusion [read: “seeking” the “Truth”], it then re-establishes communications that allows us to rescue ourselves from our own stupidity. After this has been achieved, the relationship cannot be tampered with by lower density beings exploring separation (who portray themselves as mythic figures, false gods, and powerful interlopers).

- "The [Oneism] author has well-founded references to reason that this ‘serpent’ was most likely a plasma-like ribbon of ethereal light that merely looks like a serpent, since it was made up of ‘living’ streams of light.

  He is making it up as he goes along. The key words are “most likely;” he doesn’t know [Fallacy of ambiguity which fails to prove his conclusion due to vagueness in words, phrases, or grammar]. The serpent is not, has been, and will always be a representation of intelligence that seeks to maintain a “separation” from The One Infinite Creator. In this fashion, we do “their” will and not our own. This is not the condition of existence intended by The One Infinite Creator. In unity consciousness, we are constantly receiving the guidance of the Prime Creator whose influence prevents us from experiencing the absence of “Good” (i.e., evil, sin, separation)

  “No one who is born of God will continue to sin, because God’s seed remains in them; they cannot go on sinning, because they have been born of God.” [1 John 3:9]

- "The serpent like streamers of energy from The Tree of Life are of the same exotic particle make-up of The Tree of Life itself.

  Our spirit is pure energy (which can neither be created nor destroyed and hence immortal, eternal,); we are not wholly made of “matter” [read: “particles”]. Every being eventually “returns” to The One Infinite Creator—that is, everyone eventually realizes that we are always in Its presence and can call upon it for guidance and comfort. However, The One Infinite Creator continually maintains our consciousness as “individualized” and capable of “choice” (Free Will). [Besides, the "tree of life" represents DNA being "re-arranged"]

Ra states in The Law of One, “You are every thing, every being, every emotion, every situation. You are unity. You are infinity. You are love/light, light/love.” You are. (B1, 67) [Emphasis mine]

(see Quantum entanglement in 6 8 1 here hp)
It makes life a little easier to share one's experiences with the actuality. Quantum Entanglement, explained how information can be shared used in physics to describe inseparable relationships between quantum systems which, when reduced to layman's terms explains how information can be shared no matter how far apart they exist communication taking place outside of space-time to confirm the Buddhist teaching that all things are linked and that separation is an illusion.

*Such a plasma ribbon from the tree would have allowed anyone touching it access to all knowledge ... the symbolic 'fruit' of The Creation Tree of Life.

We do not need to “touch” anything (i.e., perform a physical act of submission; this is an esoteric assertion of the occult) to gain “knowledge” [read: divine guidance]. We need only to “seek”—to reach out with our hearts and call upon The One Infinite Creator to break the artificial bonds of separation through enlightenment—communication.

(Besides: it is NOT symbolic hp)

We are already experiencing “life” in unity with The One Infinite Creator. We don’t wander isolated and alone for eons and then “percolate” back toward The Prime Creator to be absorbed and repurposed.

1 12 4 Qui de Veronne aura gouvernement

1 24 3 En caige de fer le grand fera treifier,

DIFFERENTIAL (the torque involved in “driving” Earth away) IS DEAF to LARGE GARDENER INTERFERENCE (YHVH/Enlil)

REFERRING RELATED AN AGE DIFFERENCE (end of this age – could be a pun on the immortal Anu too) CAREFREE ANGEL INTERFERE FRIDGE, DAN. ANGEL DEFERRED FINANCE – REFRIGERATE. DIFFERENT ANGEL GARDENER CARE, FREE I

This "I" being the Halloween (in Dan/Scorpio) followed by All Saints & All Souls’ of Da Vinci – the clue to an ice age, but the words "interfere fridge" may well mean a heating event.

QUANTUM:

2 15 1 Vpudeuantmonarqueurtrucidé?

QUANTUM ADVENTURE UP ... IMPORTANT CURVED QUEUE (orbit) DAN [in Scorpio] or DNA with its "curved queues" M [Orion], N[Eridu]. UNDID UNIQUE (old orbit) PRODUCED PERIODIC UNROUNDED [elliptical] UNCONQUERED DIP in COPPER (October) I (Halloween/Scorpio) ROUND DANCE[orbit] NOT MUNDANE... CURVATURE ERUPTIVE TUN QUA (the age)

1 42 4 Cherchant les or du d'Amant Pfelyn

(VRIL) SEEKING THE GOLD OF THE ORNAMENT (Nostradamus) AND PSELLUS.

Michael Psellus: #39. in his CHRONOGRAPHIA

The "gold":

Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, the well-known Ionian philosopher of the fifth century B.C., thought that other kosmoi (universes) contemporaneous with our own might and probably did exist ad infinitum. Anaxagoras is famous for introducing the cosmological concept of Nous (mind), as an ordering force. He regarded material substance as an infinite multitude of imperishable primary elements, [such as atoms, DNA.] referring all generation and disappearance to mixture and separation, respectively ... this is part of the "GOLD in Nostradamus & PSELLUS" the monk of 976 – 1077

This speaks of atoms and the space between them – in other words – quantum physics.

It is a reference to "beam me up Scotty" the huge secret the Templars died for (this information is in the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus) and if you recall – the Nazis spent a great deal of effort to deconstruct Nostradamus, that is: seeking the 'gold' of which knowledge Nostradamus possessed.

1 42 The Thelemic Calendar begins in 1904, the year in which Aleister Crowley received The Book of the Law April 10 and inaugurated the New Aeon of Horus. "APRIL KALENDERS" 1 42 It was Aiwass* who told Crowley that he was to go into his workshop at precisely midday on 8, 9 and 10 April, 1904 and write down what he heard for the next hour.

Crowley thus incorporating into one organisation the Thule (Toolay) group, the Vril Society and the German OTO...

* Aiwass – interesting that this pronunciation is the same as EHWAZ the "hero" who "moves the Earth" & in C11 #12

Seigneurs Genuaid Eglise LARGE GENUINE IPS [Cassiopeia] GUIDE SENDS LANGUAGES ISSUED. ENGINEERS LANGUAGE USE. NEED IS [Cassiopeian god of the acttir] INDULGES SUI [its] GENERIS [origin] DENSE [concise/compactely] DIS [richly adorned]. ENGINEER USAGE ENERGIES USED IN LANGUAGES... Energies in language. What an interesting concept. Is this what the Tower of Babel was really about? Different cultures with different languages of different energies? Then there is another way to look at this sentence. In very recent times, the ability of the spoken word to affect molecules in water and also to affect our very DNA! This comes under the auspices of sound waves which then takes us to sonic effect leading from quantum mechanics/physics. I do have the beginnings of a forum titled SQUEEZING THE WAVES, which stemmed from 1 63. I at first thought this was jet propulsion because that line was about "through the skies/heavens". On further consideration, this is all about quantum mechanics. We had a term in the 1960s and 1970s which directly relates to this – it was called "vibes". Yes, good vibrations – and how right we all were! from Dan Green:

"Now that we are on the threshold of replacing the term 'paranormal' with an explanation of the phenomenon by way of the term 'Quantum Entanglement,' it makes life a little easier to share one's experiences with the actuality. Quantum Entanglement, used in physics to describe inseparable relationships between quantum systems which, when reduced to layman's terms explains how information can be shared no matter how far apart they exist – communication taking place outside of space-time to confirm the Buddhist teaching that all things are linked and that separation is an illusion."
Ceux qui estoient en regne pour scauoir  those who are in the realm for knowledge
RUE QUEUE UP: GENERATE CONTINUOUS EXERCISE EXTERIORISATIONS...
GAIN PICTURESQUE ERRONEOUS EXECUTION [of the task] EQUATION IS INSECURE GROUP: equals the creation of insecurity
RO EXCEPT OUR ONE UP (Ra) EXERT CUE CONGRUENCE
Congruence (symbol: ≅) is the state achieved by coming together, the state of agreement.
The Latin congruō meaning “I meet together, I agree”.  
‡ I AM RA: The Law of One

Again, Ra states in The Law of One, “The seeker seeks the One. The one is to be sought by the balanced and self-accepting self who is aware both of its apparent distortions and its total perfection. Resting in this balanced awareness, the entity then opens the self to the Universe which it is. The light energy of all things may then be attracted by this intense seeking, and wherever the inner seeking meets the attracted cosmic prana, the realization of the One takes place. The contact with intelligent infinity is most likely to produce an unspeakable joy in the entity experiencing such contact.” (B4, 53) [Emphasis mine]

Therefore “seeking” (through heartfelt desire) is the only requirement to acquire the “Truth.”

Point 4
Oneism states:
"Perhaps the advanced angel-like beings who have taken people from Earth to this beautiful place called Eden were warned that they were not ready to have access to the recorded knowledge of all good and evil, since their primitive warlike nature might take advantage of destructive knowledge.

In the dialog between Dr. Don Elkins and Ra we read:
“QUESTION: Is the progression of life in other galaxies similar to ours? (B1, 156)
RA: The progression is close to being the same, with only minor variations.

QUESTION: Then the Law of One is truly universal in creating a progression towards the 8th density in all galaxies. Is this correct? (B1, 156)
RA: This is correct.

RA: This octave of Infinite knowledge of the One Infinite Creator is as it is throughout the One Infinite Creation, with variations programmed by sub-logoi [please note the inference of individuality] of what you call major galaxies and minor galaxies. These variations are not significant but may be compared to various regions in which different pronunciations of the same sound vibration are used.” [Clarification mine] (B3, 159)

Again, the “key word” here is “Perhaps.” Once again Mr. Herschel demonstratns vacuity; he doesn’t know. This is a “distortion” of the “Truth.” The One Infinite Creator continually explores the infinite possibilities of existence and It does this through our experiences as well as through its own divine awareness. We are made as companions and not as slaves to its will. There is no “Eden” or “Heaven” in this sense of this relationship; neither is there a Hell. The Multiverse of The One Infinite Creator is our playground. There is only an “Adventure” if we chose to explore it with our Prime Creator. Choice is “Free Will” and free will is governed by “The Law of Confusion.” Those in separation live an existence that constantly experiences the consequences of violating this law.

Point 5
Oneism states: "Translated from early Hebrew as seen earlier, those Humans (Adam) that had been given ‘life’ (“Eve”) and who had ‘children’ (Hebrew spoken word “Cain”) were perhaps told by the advanced beings (Angels) and not by the Creation that they were not ready to interact and have access to all knowledge from The Tree of life since their nature was not at all like the lamb.

The key word in this passage is “perhaps” indicating that its author really doesn’t know. The “Hebrew” word for “children” is בנים and is translated to the English as “children.” The word “Cain” is a noun and in the Hebrew is written כַּי which is translated to the English as “Cain.” Again, the author demonstrates that he doesn’t know and, once again, employs the keyword, “perhaps” indicating speculation. reference: Google Translate
If the author doesn’t know, it is because he has not attempted to “seek” the “Truth” which would be given to him. This is an indication that he has (1) employed the Hegelian dialectic and through this methodology has (2) synthesized a hypothesis. Hypothesis is speculation; it is not the “Truth” as it cannot be accepted in a universal understanding of its “virtue” (as what I am doing here with the “analysis” of it—pointing things out).
If it were the “Truth” then you and I would understand it in the same fashion. We cannot accept it as a tenet of our awareness and therefore it must remain conjecture useful only to the process of discernment.

Yes, advanced beings [read: Higher Density Beings] did communicate with early man but because they were exploring the wisdom of separation, they employed the paradigm of exploitation to control the behavior of humankind (I’ll do this for you if you do this for me—conversely—I’ll do this to you if you don’t do this for me). The One Infinite Creator provides through its abundance according to its unconditional love. There is no “contract.” This smacks of Vedic philosophy which is a truth of sorts in that it describes the paradigm of Anu—the paradigm of exploitation.

**Summary**

**Oneism bears no resemblance to “The Law of One.”** It preaches the heresy of Anu (the archetype of those who explore the wisdom of separation). Its doctrine continually refers to notions and examples of separation; its author continually reveals his ignorance and shows that his “hypothesis” has not been thoroughly researched, adequately discussed, or rationally assessed; as such, Oneism is a fallacy—the work of an immature mind.

**Note:** When I use the word immature, I do not mean to ridicule or slander. I mean it in the strictest sense (understanding) of the word as a mind that is “under” or “un”-developed. This mind displays such vacuity because it lacks discipline. It lacks discipline because it has not been adequately trained by its life-experience. It has not been adequately trained because it suffers from distraction. Its distraction is its ego. Mr. Herschel is a quintessential “cherry-picker” in that he subscribes to whatever incomplete argument serves his purpose (and I’m saying this in earnest and not to be pejorative). Our ego is an important subordinate element of our being but, to employ it effectively in our reckoning, we must gradually condition ourselves to rationalize using both polarities—pro and con, so-to-speak. It is difficult for us to accept a counterpoint if our ego is heavily invested in our own notion of the Truth conceived in the isolation of separation. We then assert in isolation; we are ignorant. Clarity comes with “awakening” and awakening can only be achieved if we pursue discovery in unity with Infinite Intelligence as opposed to speculation (i.e., hypothesis) immersed in the daydream of an illusion.

I’m not proselytizing. I’m just clarifying positions so that a determination can be accommodated. Though the Judeo-Christian Bible retains much “Wisdom,” it, like all of the other “religious” doctrines, Vedic scripture included, have been adulterated and distorted by centuries of manipulation and counterfeiting. Our science is just as unreliable as it is the mixture of isolated minds working with speculative assertions that are based on fabrications supported by empirical evidence that often tells us something other than what we want to believe. Hence, there are incongruities with Darwin’s Theory of Evolution, Newtonian Physics can’t explain why the mathematics of Einstein prove the existence of an alternate Universe, and “Time” is interpreted as a measurement of periodicity instead of what it actually is — the momentum behind a flow of events that establishes each event in the order of its appearance.

It is difficult to argue a “metaphysical” position using “scientific” hypothesis or philosophical conjecture in a “proof.” Reason and observation of the natural world are sufficient to determine the existence of The One Infinite Creator.

**The straightforward explanations of Ra and the CHANI Entity astound us in their simplicity.**

We can accommodate this reason with revelation, yes, and we can acknowledge an authority as a source of doctrinal knowledge but we must always use our own discernment to empower our determination as we labor to discover the “Truth.”

"1 Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.
2 For by it the men of old gained approval." [Hebrews 11:1-2]

If we’re going to attempt to establish a metaphysical position, then we should use language with some precision employing both semantics (how meaning is inferred from words and concepts) and pragmatics (how meaning is inferred from context). An ontological belief system is best served through a logical rationalization of competing arguments [read: discernment] in this manner.

Wisdom comes to us directly (just as it is coming to one through one’s work) from The One Infinite Creator who will find ways to deliver divine guidance as the “Truth.” We have to use our “discernment.” The “Truth” is universally understood. It does not require interpretation (theocratic, ideological, or dogmatic). We will recognize the “Truth” when we see it because we are “seeking” it and when we “seek” it, the veil of ignorance is lifted...

---

**Ra**

1 70 2 La foy trop grande trahira le monarque, [RO FRONTIER] [dimensional] ALPHA AND OMEGA TRULY EQUAL RA
1 70 3 Par la finie en Gaule commençée:

**Note:** "LETTERO" There is no runic sky rune for "O". However – this is Omega, making the "A" & the "O" alpha & omega.

**Alpha Andromedae** (Alpha And, α And, α Andromedae), which has the traditional names Alpheratz (or Alpherat) and Sirrah (or Sirah), is the brightest star in the Andromeda constellation.

---

H C Parks © NOSTRADAMUS & VIBRATIONS – SQUEEZING THE WAVES October 2013
This is where the word "Sir" comes in, as in both "sire" and the alpha star. Formerly within these forums I have taken it to mean "sire" as in those who engineered our DNA (the Anu) – obviously this is not a correct assumption. Being ALPHA indicates that the Extra Dimensional people from Andromeda for us would be God with a capital "G", the Grand Watchers. This is representing the Cassiopeian conglomerate, the only word which comes to mind for the mixture of Other World races who seem to be involved in the Living Library of Earth – under the auspices (good grace) of the Alpha. These in effect are the real "Keepers", and not the Anu, who have been the "zoo" keepers, the experimentors, and who happen to revere the number '12'. So as soon as I saw that Omega means the number 24th letter & the last, warning bells sounded 1 42 The Thelemic Calendar begins in 1904, the year in which Aleister Crowley received The Book of the Law April 10 and inaugurated the New Aeon of Horus. "APRIL KALENDS" 1 42 It was Aiwass* who told Crowley that he was to go into his workroom at precisely midday on 8, 9 and 10 April, 1904 and write down what he heard for the next hour. Crowley thus incorporating into one organisation the Thule (Toolay) group, the Vril Society and the German OTO...

Wiki
*Aiwass – interesting that this pronunciation is the same as EHWAZ the "hero" who the Hidden Texts say - moves Earth

This "Law of One" is not the Law of Ra, but that of "Oneism". The Hive Intellect, which requires direction, sharing nothing else and completely lost without a 'mission'. Whereas The Law of All Is One shares everything.

1 42 1 Le dix Kalendes d'Apuril de fait gotique The tenth of April in the Gothic calendar (see the word Apur?) Apu is Ninurta, and the term "Apes" (Ahpees) means those of Sirius. Notice the word "purile" within April.

10 1 3 Prins pome mort, et le rest en chemise PAPER FOURTEEN LETTER ENCIPHERMENTS RESET LETTERS RO premise HENCE LETTER R LETTER O IN PRIME PREMISE INSPIRE REMOTE METEORS (PREMISE)

even though this line has turned up right in the beginning (this is how I knew to use "RO" for the PRIME PERSON RESPONSIBLE) [from another line] – see that when it turned up again, it was for the "YEAR FOURTEEN" forum!

1 17 1 Par quatre ans l'Iris n'aparoitra, RO ANTIQUARIAN APPRAISAL TRANSFER (Earth) PLANS RESPIRATOR AIR AFAR. STAR REFRAIN APPALS RO – APPRAISALS FRONT & REAR (day and night) IS FTS, RAN ART: SATAN FAR ANTIQUARIAN see 10 1 3 here in which it says to use the letters R & O for the "prime" and the number one 'Prime' are the Andromeda council (who also "prime" the hidden texts indirectly)

10 1 3 METEOR PREMISE INSPIRE REMOTE: this is the method being used to move the Earth to a REMOTE position safe from the sun. This is why the NINE in 9 4 4 do nothing about the TRIAD AIMING ORDINATES OF THE ASTEROID. Because the asteroid/comet is needed to roll the Earth

1 17 2 Par quatre ans tous les iours fera ven: ❗IS FOREVER PREVENTS QUEUES OF AN UNEQUAL AURORA AUSTRALIS [southern] SUPERSATURATION. EQUATE SUPERVISORS OF UNNATURAL AREAS

1 17 3 La terre aride en ficiete croiftra, RO DIFFERENTIATE CRITICAL CAREER, [path of Earth] REFERENCE ARTIFICIAL ATTIC IN DIRECTORIAL ORDER IS REFEREE INTACT ARC (definition of "attic" … an area just below the 'roof')

1 17 4 Et grands deluges quand fera apercen. Par LARGE ANU – DREAD,FUL GRUDGE AGES; REQUEST APPEARANCE… FUND LARGE SPACE GROUND … ENDANGER DREADFUL QUARTERS UP well – this just blows me away! This is speaking of the subject Alex Collier stated: that the Anu (as we call them) approached the Andromeda Council for permission to return to Earth ostensibly to retrieve plant and equipment from their gold mining enterprises. As Sitchin wrote, they need the gold and other minerals to make the SAFEGUARD MANTLE which they constructed around their entire planet as a solar power and safety unit. "SAFEGUARDED ENDANGERED QUARTERS UP" As we have seen throughout these forums, factions of the Anu have other agendas, and one would wonder why the Andromeda Council has allowed them to approach Earth which the Anu see as their own private "zoo". It seems the Council is waiting for them to "mature" and to see the consequences of their actions

Par'lIris to speak of the iridescent stone advancing SIR [Lord] RIPS LAIR, [Earth] SPIRAL in APRIL... PI (Phi) RAS LIP R.(Sag) 1 ice. RAS LIP – edge of the universe or solar system. Lord (prefix) always means the Anakim, yet "Sirrah" is the main star in Andromeda...
H C Parks
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174 Et grands deluges quand fera aperceu. Par (as it appears in the original) Queen Ås up and league frequent(visit) Parcs; arranges upgrade defaulted. Persuade Parcs quest defend language quarter [the quatrains] fed para-language Parcs under. (Australia) Persuaded Parcs read frequent languages equal featured upgrade en danger reed [date in Scorpio]. Parcs defend peer's language quadrature, guard Ur agenda: enrage deafened (those who are in denial) Parcs plug [advertises] quadrature, pleasures Ås
This line in French also can be read as "great hordes of E.T. when perceived (understood)" which I know is going to grow the hackles of most people who are still in the 'age' of Nostradamus – but, he has given direction to the collator to "take the hint" from the French words themselves – always applying the hint in astrological terms.

394 Que par ce fiecle les rendra trefcontents

MY OWN HIDDEN TEXT from the ORIGINAL QUATRAIN

REFERENCE FREQUENT POS. ELECTRICALS DAN (in Scorpio) ~ EQUALS PRECEDENCE REFLECT TRANSFER ION (from Nibiru solar system/Ison to other planets) CREATORS' PRECEDENT ~ (magnetic?) FREQUENCIES FALLEN FREQUENCIES, FALLEN CREST (poles of Earth)
OAR [Argo of 2 S] PRECEDENT ENFORCES REPLACE FREQUENT CREDENTIALS (longitude and latitude) SQUARE (those of Pegasus, there are two) CONCENTRATES, FULFILLED PREREFERENCES and/or FULFILLED REFERENCES, CONCENTRATES on SQUARE (the placing again of the Earth in line with Pegasus)
ED, RECALL [find again] FREQUENCIES ENFORCE PATTERNS (!) (speaking of cymatics in the following page)
REFLECTED SEQUENCE PERSONNEL CRAFT AIR (the Pi In The Sky and the S.O.S. in the sky but could be saying it is the power sequence for a nti gravity – see Mr Stride's Coral Castle and Tellinger's sonic cones and magnetic forces. Nostradamus says the same thing as the Freemason's illustrations with the fleur de lis in the vignettes)

394 queparcelcielesrendratrefcontents

So I asked "who?" Who "conquered the interference"? and here is the answer:

394 queparcelcielesrendratrefcontents

CREATOR'S PRECEDENT – FREQUENCIES FALLEN. PERSONAL TRANCE REFLECTED FREQUENCIES DANCES ON STILL PERFECT REFERENCE RE: QUA – (qua: as things are In the capacity of; as being) PATIENCE: FREQUENT CROSS REFERENCED ALL, FREQUENT COLLAPSE, SACRED INTERERENCE QUEEN PROCEEDS TFR SELF RELIANCE TRANCE q e f 'TENURE. (q.e.f. Latin By reason of Quintus' daughter').

U (uranite-of the heavens) QUE URAS Unaš (Earth) EQUAL RA

URAS  Anton Parks see the forum ANTON PARKS, THE ANU & NOSTRADAMUS

Éa EyAh  En.ki  Sa'am-  Nudimmud-Ptah-Asar/Osiris Samaël -The Serpent

The good lord, the well fashioned." A unique creation. Amphibian, cloned genderless by An with genes from himself and Mamitu-Nammu; later given male sex by mother/lover Mamitu-Nammu. Through her, partly Abgal, and Kadištu. Also named Nudimmud

"The Closer". Enki is his "Earth name" = Lord of the Ki or the Earth. He was given the name by his Nungal and the Anunnna living with them at their first encampment on Uraš, and though he found it terribly pretentious, they persisted in using it. To Nammu and Se'et (), he was always SA'AM or Nudimmud.
"Elohim”, In Emešā: “The portent or force of life.” A Nindigir (Priestess), Mamitu’s designated successor. Presided over Sa'am's Initiation of the Fire of the Aš and participated in his coronation. Revealed to be Sa'am's genetic half sister, as her DNA is partly from Mamitu and partly Abgal (see Genealogy).

home planet and A.R. Bordon on the west coast of the Florida peninsula, in the United States. After the ..... had argued with Sa.A.Mi.s (people from Nibiru)  The Wes Penre Papers

THE PICTURE : ~ SONIC HARMONIC GONG – THE AUM
"SQUEEZING THE WAVES" IN I 63

CYMATICS, "SQUEEZING THE WAVES", FREQUENCY & THE CROSS OF ENLIL

CYMATICS
SONIC VIBRATIONS
TABLET OF SHAMESH
SOLOMAN’S ‘star of chemosh’
SO THIS MUST BE ENLIL/PTAAH
WHO IS LORD OF THE RING & THE WINDS
LORD OF THE AIRWAYS, THE RUACH
THE RING LORD OF THE HAOMA OF - AHURA
MAṬZUDA - ZORO.ASTER - ZARATHUSTRA
ALSO NOTICE “TEN HORNS” ON HIS HELMET
HE IS THE "AUROCHS" IN LATER LINES

Is this depicting the manipulation of DNA using sonic waves? To alter/mutate the genes?
There are three different variations of “squeezing the waves” here. Is one of them used to “beam me up Scotty”? The word used by Nostradamus is:
AGGREGATION – of cells?

WHAT IS THE “NOTE”, the FREQUENCY OF THE “VIBRATION” AT WHICH THESE SHAPES FORM?
THE VERTICAL CROSS OF ENLIL, & THE ANGULAR
On the breastplate of En.lil (YHVH - (Jschwisch link)¹
Ptaah/RUACH Lord of the Winds
can be seen a vertical pheon cross and a horizontal cross

In the past I have been calling the latter the "cross of the crossing" and it does appear in many of those things which were HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT by Nostradamus - AS THE CROSSING POINT OF THE FIGURE OF EIGHT ORBIT OF THE NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM ... but this is all about sonics/sony/noyse

HERE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT KEY TO FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

ENLIL ~ LORD OF THE AIR WAVES, RUACH: THE WIND. YHVH, THE WRATHFUL
QUETZALCOATL ~ CEMENT SPIRIT

Does this mean that every where we see the "flowers" including the many mentions in the hidden texts – that the reference is a direct hint to "beam me up"?

Hidden in plain sight as they say

Flowers on all those "globes" under the foot of the Temple Lions – all those "trees" of life in all those wall reliefs. On the bell helmet of Demeter


1 2
THE DISK IN HAND, ENACTING THROUGH THE SEE~ER CONNECTIONS (looking glass stage gate)
THE WAVE-PULSE FORMS A SHAPE ON THE PEDESTAL (hologram on a platform)
FEAR AND ONE VOICE ~ SHIMMERING (fear of doing - voice activation)
RETURNS BY THE TUNNELS (what we call “wormholes” or conduits)
DIVINE SPLENDOUR – THE GOD SITS CLOSE (in time)
The collator was told in the Hidden Texts to find disguised meanings "bi thesaural" in 5 61 2 and in 3 54 3 "MUST PEN PAST ISSUES TALE [quatrains] BI THESAURAL" & in 3 54 3 "PEN CAPTIONS - THESAURAL AUGMENTATIONS"

The day these quatrains were worked on is a complete blank as far as keywords and other clues. They came of their own accord

1 25

LONG LOST THING [REGAINED], HIDDEN MANY CENTURIES Stage gate – the name Nostradamus gives it

MAKING APT USER (of stargate) HALF SIZE GOD  (He Rods, he named his assistant UUilliem52)

DUE ICE AGE ... HONOUR CONTRACT  (a direct parallel warning to the GreyAlien with disc crop circle)

ARRANGE ELDEST MOON ~ ALTER, ACHIEVE LARGE ORBIT  Of the Moon and the Earth

BY THE OTHER FOUR – BRINGING GREAT CHANGES  (The "four" shafts pointers on the great pyramid:

SA.AM (Anu)  RIB – Chertan in Leo  ON – Oannes of Sirius and  R – Draco Reptilian (of 6 5 SAMAROBRIN)

5 65

SUBJECTED TO A FRIGHTENING PLACE ~

STATING GREAT IMPORTANCE

THE PRINCIPAL POINTS OF THE DISGUISED MATTER

AND VISIT LIBRA*  [October] ACTUALLY ACROSS HISTORY!

ADDITIONALLY (female) GREYS ABOVE;

NOT MAKING ACTION ~ TO WATCH

BEHOLDER RETURNS ~ CREATURE ATTENDING

MUCH MINDFUL GRIEVING

7 36

GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES, PULSES

TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS. IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS

SECOND TRIBE ANOINTED GREYS - AGAINST THIRD CENTURY  (this can mean several things. Either TheThird Centuries of quatrains may hide the answer – or the third book hidden in his house – Centuries 11 & 12.

Or the missing three hundred years removed from the calendar by King Õttö OR the second set of visit

TWO LAWS (past and future) COMMITTED ~ ABHORRENCE THEN BELIEF

Century 3 quatrain 2

3 2

VOICE ACTIVATION. V CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER

V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore

“conferring material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which

are of a material format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of

clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics

ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS EARTH TO MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET

POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER

SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY

able to think while using the Star gate

UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND (the Black Knight)

ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT

AEGIS a protective shield or force field

Monstre dAbus captuir l'opinion de peuple, & par ce

UNAPPRECIATED COOLER PIPELINE UP (this did have a mention in Centuries 11 Sixaines part 2

LEADER (president) CREEP, LIE IN POPULACE - PREOCCUPATION PIPELINE (conduit) UP.

UPPER ON [Oannes, using “upper” because Egypt was once called “On”] PECULIAR PEOPLE

INDICATE NICE RO. [Andromeda Council] LEPIDOPTERA [insect people, Mantids/Myrmidon]

COUPLE PAINTED UNPOPULAR RACE UP (by Huggins & Porter) PIPE LINE PIECE CEREAL COUP

(CEREAL COUP means the crop circles. There are at least four Other Worlders who create these)

mojen gagner quelque autorite fur

MEANT REQUIRE UNEQUAL EIGHTY FOUR GO.  There happen to be 84 Other Worlders in the Book of Other Worlds

2 24 2 Plus part du camp encontre Hifter fera

PERFORMANCE FLUCTUATED PARTNERSHIP - PRACTICAL. FAR FETCHED NICE SUPERNATURAL, MANUFACTURE PERFECT

OLD PARTNERSHIP OF TRIUMPHANT SUPERPERFECT CALENDAR … (times) APPEND: IS THE PERFORMANCE STRUCTURAL?

Key words here are FETCHED – meaning a long distance between waves or pulses, and the “performance” is OURS – to be judged!
And of the wound of the tyrant found dead

LETTERATE are a faction of the Anakim of Ursa Major, who are "trying" the Extra Dimensions (see where they asked permission to come to Earth) METEOR PALL, a nuclear winter from an asteroid or celestial body. This seems to have affected the moon too, and the oceans. Letter D is the date of oak tree OAK TREE 10 June - 7 July (SIDEREAL)

July 21 – August 9 and the March equinox

Monday – today, present tense

EVALUATING VALEUR Much bravery on the day
VOYEUR watching, physically present

Cock, [Puppis/Argo of the second coming 2 5] dogs [of Sirius] and cats [Dals] will be once more bloodless, (covered [replete] with)
And of the wound of the tyrant found dead, (vampirised?)

At the bed of another [a planet] legs [Pegasus] and arms
[Cepheus] broken/divided, (no legs & arms = snake - Serpens)
Who were/was not afraid to die a cruel death [throughout]

2 42 2 Et de la plai de tyrant trouve mort, MUTUALLY ORIENTED TO DEPARTURE all the orbits at the same time

unless it speaks of real waves of the ocean, as Da Vinci said

2 42 3 Au lict d'vun autre iambs & bras rompus apropos the treaty (lawful transaction) Cepheus & Scheat divided

2 42 1 Coq,chiens, et chats de fang feront repeus, TO PHRASING FAR FETCHED CONSEQUENCES an absolute pun

the word FETCH means "length or distance between waves" (orbits) and it does seem a far fetched story, moving the orbits

2 42 2 Et de la plai de tyrant trouve mort, MUTUALLY ORIENTED TO DEPARTURE all the orbits at the same time

unless it speaks of real waves of the ocean, as Da Vinci said

2 42 3 Au lict d'vun autre iambs & bras rompus, VOCABULARIES [the texts] TRANSMIT ABSURDUM UP quite so

BAD UNSCRUPULOUS ARRIVALS UP SUBTRACTION [out of] MUSEUM [the past] AIM VERBATIM: BAD STAR [Nibiru]

2 42 4 Qui n'avait peur pouruir de cruel mort. Durant RO: DRUM [warn] U.N.EQUAL REPRODUCTION TRIUMVIRATE
RUMOUR: - most theories agree that rumour involves a statement whose veracity is not quickly or easily confirmed, and this one speaks of the U.N. (other worlders in our united nations) arranging the hologram which influences people causing them to think it is the messiah

MOREOVER; U.N. ROUND UP [herd] PARTICULAR INDIVIDUAL: PROCUREMENT QUID TERTIUM TO QUARTER

see Monstre d'ABUS = urier doit être egalé à la dignité de

IS DETAILED REBELLION REGURGITATED ELIGIBLE INTERROGATE, DREAD-FUL DIET – DETERiorate NEGligible/DNA
LETTERED “FIRE BRIGADE” … GUILLOTINE - DEAD

ABSURDUM out of tune, discordant; absurd, nonsensical, out of place; awkward

VERBATIM literally, word to word; word for word;

QUID anyone/anybody/everyone anything; whoever you pick; something (or other)
who/what/which?, what/which one/man/person/thing? what kind/type, anyone

TERTIUM 3rd - (ORD, 'in series'); (a/the) 3rd (part) (fract w/pars?)

see "millions" in 3 77 4 Conflict, mort, pte a la croix grad oppobre MILLIONS TO MODULAR BOX IN DAN (false rapture)
ON [Oannes] MIX [shape shift] BLONDS [Nordics] ON ALLEVIATION [lifting up] – BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN BOX:
MILLIONS NOT ALIVE 2 85 1 ABSOLUTE BASE BORN EVIL BOURSE [Ursa Major] TELEVIEUERS SEE BATTLES – BRISBANE
1 74 4 BRISBANE , ABDERA (Thrace) URBANITES CHORE SUIT ARSENIOUS [Sirius] URANITES ECHO [shapeshifters]
ISTARU [from Sirius] BERCANO [from Ursa] RAIN BEACH ROUTES: BARBED ABHORRENCE IN AIRBORNE [chemtrails]
QUARTER – one fourth of everyone. Or "to quarter" … to house. To quarter also means to cut into four, butcher
(See "thick lipped, eaten feet first" 7 38, noting the line which follows speaks of trains and horrible death)

re: catch on - contextualize - cover with - fit back together - lay it on thick - look into - once more - over dub – work over paper over - perk up - push up - re-entry visa - reequip - relabel - retrofit - see the last of sb - throw sth back in sb’s face

re.peus: re-peus little, few, not much – bloodless. peur: afraid. peurent/peut: authority/power

plai: wound – cut – sore - plague

iambs: jamb - legs bras: arms (upper)

rompus: break - shattered - well versed – accustomed - terminate – worn out – break up (divide)

lict: lawfully - lawful transaction lit: bed

7 38 3 Gueulle, licee, pied dans l'estrin pleignant
7 38 4 Traine, tire, horriblement mourir

LISTEN: - LILLE [asteroid] UNGULATES, ENDS AD TUNNAGE NEGATING SERPENT ING [harvest] ENTRIES IN UEULL LANDS [Texas/Iraqi?]

PEEPER LEAP [picture of boy peering into orbits]

DEADLINE REST LIES [nuclear] PILE ALERTNESS STERILE ANTIGEN [vaccines]

Foot in thick lipped mouth [muzzle] (est rein = Auriga reptilian) bard [loud]

complaint (Cheetham has it as "embrace")

being eaten by reptilian – feet first SERPENT ING harvest

dragged, [by train] pulled, to die horribly this is what the FEMA camps are for – holding stations for the arriving Aurigans and those from Cepheus for the « Second Coming »

Texas? Middle East? Entries of those from Auriga

PEEPER LEAP saying the events in this painting are in Scorpio
Saying Earth is standing still at the beginning of the move. This fits in with the Epistle where the comment is “Having said that trust me”

CREEPY GREY TROOP PRECEPT (GOT PROBE) – (in feet, [Pisces – 2015?]) COPE, GO! BEER (so to cope from Pisces to May 2015 or 16) This ties in with Century 1 quatrain 1 Line 1 the original – which says:

ENTRUSTS (trust me) EDUCATES: (teaching you) If [is] IN DATE FIFTEEN, DIFFERENT FEET (pun) [Pisces] STATUS. Having said that – the YEAR OF THE HORSE (2014) pdf forum has not been compiled, and the BREW & OS event might be then

ENTRANCE AMID DREAM (while asleep) – DETER DAMN AMERICAN TRADED MEN

RAIDS IN IRON AGE (Halloween which is Scorpio) DISCOVERED RECTANGULAR UP APRON [Van Allen Belt] ~ PROVE SUPERNATURAL (!) in DAN (Dan is in Scorpio)

There is a line which says that the October date is the last major event, the end of the age and “before 18” (in 10 39) which is mentioned in the texts hidden:

“The Watchers, see great damage to their « fruit » (humankind)

Serpens transmit/travel in an iron cage

1. Serpens transmit/dens la caige de fer
2. Ou les enfants feptains du roy font pris:
3. Les vieux & peres fortiront bas de l'enfer,
4. Ains mourir voir de fon fruit mort & crys.

1 10 texts hidden in these lines

THE IRON CAIGE: COIL TRANSMISSION BEAMS, AGGREGATE Stage gate beams the traveller and re aggregates

ACQUAINT COQ YEAR OF THE SEVENTEENTH (2017) Arriving in 2017, the year of the Cock

CREATURE AGENDA CLAIMS THE CHILDREN THE ANTIQUE AND LIVING DEAD FOREFATHERS EMERGE BELOW Men in Black, the living dead, emerge from the stage gate

Antique: ancient astronauts such as Enki or Prince of Dark Men

SUPREME ELDERS BEHOLD CRITICAL DESTRUCTION OF FRUITION The Watchers, see great damage to their « fruit » (humankind)

1 10

1. Serpens transmit/dens la caige de fer
2. Ou les enfants feptains du roy font pris:
3. Les vieux & peres fortiront bas de l'enfer,
4. Ains mourir voir de fon fruit mort & crys.

(Cepheus constellation has 7 children – this is why I misunderstood those from Cepheus are reptilian, but there seems to be two different Others from Cepheus)

The ancestors and forebears will come forth from the depths of hell, (stargates lamenting to see thus dead the fruit of their line

1 10 4. Trainée, tiré, horriblement mourir

ENTRAINED. DRAGGED, TO DIE HORRIBLY

7 38 3 Traine

7 38 3

FOOT IN THICK LIPPED MOUTH (eaten feet first)

This is why the Visconti coat of arms speaks of an event in Italy in the 5th century A.D. where children were eaten feet first by reptiles, and think about the Pied Piper of Hamelin keeping in mind the word "shape shifter"

1 10 3. Les vieux et peres fortiront bas de l'enfer,
1 10 2. Ou les enfants feptains du roy font pris:
1 10 1. Serpens transmit/dens la caige de fer

Verbal adjective: parl-ant(s), parad/, parl-ante(s)

1. ARM’S PEERS DESIGN PARLANTES [visible] DIFFERENCES SENDS DEFINED FRAGMENTARY [shape shifting] SCALES

1. DIFFERENCE IN GLADNESS PARAMETERS (emotion)
2. FRIENDLY PURPOSES [Earth] OFF INSTANTANEOUS
3. EXPRESSION OF EXPOSE TERRIBLE SELF-ADVENTURE IS TRANSVERSE date BORDER-LINE FLUTE (cusp of Pisces)
4. FIRST DAY MIRROR CONTINUOUS FIRM COVER

lamenting to see thus dead the fruit of their line

See 8 18 page 9

There is a line which says that the October date is the last major event, the end of the age and “before 18” (in 10 39) 3 77

OctobrePerfEgypte YET to GET OS [Capricorn event] BEER, [Brew/May event] YET BEFORE COPPER [the October event]

CREEPY GREY TROOP PRECEPT (GOT PROBE) – in FEET, [Pisces – 2015?] COPE, GO! BEER (so to cope from Pisces to May 2015 or 16) This ties in with Century 1 quatrain 1 Line 1 the original – which says:

ENTRUSTS (trust me) EDUCATES: (teaching you) If [is] IN DATE FIFTEEN, DIFFERENT FEET (pun) [Pisces] STATUS.

Having said that – the YEAR OF THE HORSE (2014) pdf forum has not been compiled, and the BREW & OS event might be then

1 10 4. Saying Earth is standing still at the beginning of the move. This fits in with the Epistle where the comment is made regarding everyone will believe the Earth has lost her gravity:

H C Parks ©
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"This will be preceded by a solar eclipse more dark and gloomy than any since the creation of the world, except that after the death and passion of Jesus Christ. And it will be in the month of October that the great translation will be made and it will be such that one will think the gravity of the earth has lost its natural movement and that it is to be plunged into the abyss of perpetual darkness. The "perpetual darkness" of Da Vinci's "All colours will be the same" – the sack cloth of the Bible...

2 95 Line 1: THIS BULLETIN EXPLAINS (!) FORE-SEEABLE EXPRESSIONS (these texts) LIBEL BEAUTIFUL ELEPHANT UP
Elephant is in Cepheus. In most of the lines it seemed to mean reptilians from Cepheus, there must be two separate factions

1 10 I SENDS FRAGMENTARY {asteroids} I [Egypt/pyramids] DEFEND in SCALES [Libra]

2 42 3
SERPENS from the ALLEGED Russian Book of Aliens
SERPENS DISTANT COUSINS OF THE REPTOIDS
SERPENS HELD BY OPHIUCHUS – MONSTRE D'ABUS
SERPENS in 1 10
NOT REPTILIAN
FROM SERPENS STAR ALYA
FIRST VISIT JUNE 13 1965...
NOT CONSIDERED A THREAT
CALL THEMSELVES
MYTHILA DISTANT COUSINS OF THE
REPTOID SPECIES. MOST SHIPS SEEN ARE THEM

DAN: Scorpio The Redeemer's Conflict taken
Serpens: Assaulting man's heel (see Vignette in the Lost Manuscript) the first decan of a Scorpio month
Ophiucus: The Man (Orion the Face) grasping the serpent the second decan of a Scorpio month
Hercules: (or the Zeta Herculis) who cometh the third decan of a Scorpio month

3 88 2 Toute Marieille de frayer trembleura:
ELABORATELY REFERRED† E.D REALM MERE [small] IMMATURE [Younger, not Elder] LUTES [Lyrans]. This would be Chani!
See 4 62 1 in the end pages, titled MICHAEL. The clue of "MOST BITTER FORMULAE" is THE FUSE EVENT which appeared in the former web site. Thus telling me to update this forum. The date therein was May 15 – in the date of "ale/brew"
ULTIMATELY BEAT FOUR (the "insane four" of 6 5 SAMAROBIN and 8 10 2 FEUDING AURAS [fuse event] INSANE FOUR DUE)
† ELABORATELY REFERRED Extra Dimensional REALM – the RO clarified in page 1 here "LETTER LITTERO" footnotes
Anyone who thinks these lines are all "just coincidental" needs to stand back and just look at all the cross references here

4 62 1 Vn coronel machine ambition [aim],
ALCHEMI: NON COMBATIVE V CHLORAMINE
(Andromeda Council Angel)
Nominative [nominated] C.H.A.N.I IN MACHINE
He more brilliant [haloed/clever] combination
NAME MICHAEL, & CORN MEAL [Celtic BRAN]
ALERT HARMONIC MOTION [power] IN BIBLE

One coronal computerised aspiration/purpose
CHLORAMINE throughout the texts, the "amines" are the "fragrant ones", the angels. See Alchemy of the Angels
See the CHANI Project. CHANI is an acronym for the Elder entity which seems to be described as an angel here. When a name has "el" in it – that name refers to the Elohim/Elders
The connection between Anakim, Bran and Michael is clear

I was actually looking for Michael Tellinger in the template when I found this line
Michael Tellinger lectures on the subject of harmonics being used as a power source, which information he derived from studying the Anakim of South Africa (the same in the Bible) – so this could still be about Michael Tellinger. This is the only Michael in the entire template of the hidden texts, which is interesting because Michel Nostradamus is a Michael too

CELTIC BRAN – one of the Tuatha de Danaan who delivered the magic cauldron which fed everyone all the time. E.Yah?
These were giants who "came out of heaven in a magic cloud" (T W Rolleston – Celtic Myths & Legends pages 103 – 106)
This line contradicts or I should say, corrects, something stated by me in a former forum – I had said that the Elders were not the Elohim. Since CHANI described himself as an "Elder", but a junior Elder and this line seems to be saying he is Angel Michael, and saying he was Celtic Bran – then I stand corrected.

Did I once see a connection ELSEWHERE between "I am Ra" and the Archangel Michael? Because the connection is here
3 61 3 FEEL PROCURED – FLEUU LEAPING MAP
9 1 3 ORB INTRUDES – SOURCE UNITED CODES
8 70 4 TIME PERIOD ON SPHENOID SHIP, HORRIBLE IONOSPHERE
1 89 3 URSA MINOR MAIN SOURCE PERSIAN HADES [stargate] INVADER
2 42 [they] TOLERATED DR UP – MONDAY IN AUTUMN
UIUROTE: LET ADOPT MANUAL VOYEUR TODAY (9/11)
4 50 1 SEER RELIES SPHERE'S HELP RARER LIBRARIES
8 65 3 PARDON VOMITING, NITRIDES DISORIENT
8 65 3 SLENDER ANDROID INITIATE